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SUM},r.ARY

This report describes the explosion of a Salvus breathing
apparatus in the Derbyshire County Fire Brigade and an
investigation into the possible causes of this and similar
explosions.

Since all reported 'explosions appear to have occurred
immediately upon opening the main valve of the apparatus, it
is suggested that those which were not due to the failure of
defective Bourdon tubes in the pressure gauges, are likely to
have been due to the heat generated by the sudden compression
of oxygen in the high-pressure side of the apparatus. It was
found that this was sufficient to neLt D. heat-sensitive point
of melting point 2320C, and it was shown that the rate of
compression, und hence the maxim'~ temp~rature attained, could
be ,reduced by fitting a spigot in the centre of the valve
seating, provided that the dinmetcr of the spigot did not
differ from that of the hole by more than 0.001 in.; even
so the temperature rise was sufficient to melt D. ID.cquer
which fused at a temperature of 176°c.

It is shown that the nr,terials of the washers in the
high-pressure side of the cpparabus pr-esent. an explosion
hD.zard' and it is recomr"~nded that an attempt should be made
to replace these washers by ones which are incorribustible in'
high pressure oxygen or alternatively by using metal seatings.

, Introduction

During the past few years several explosions have occurred in the
high-pressure side of Salvus breathing appar-atus resulting in damage to the
pressure gauge and often in injury to the user., Some of these eJq:>losions
have undoubtedly been due to mechanical failure of the Bourdon tulles in the
pressure gauges. This danger- can be minimised by using D. bulkhead type
of gauge fitted with an effi'cient pressure release device - a preeaution
now being, adopted"'\ly-~Te brigades.

In other explosions there is evidence of the ignition of comllustible
materiD.l in the high-pressure side of the cpparutua. S\lch an acc:ident at
a Winchester fire station has been described elsewher~(1) and a fllrther
accident in the Derbyshire County Fire Brigade has been investigated.
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Description of accident in the Derbyshire County Fire Brigade

From a report received fr0m the Chief Officer of the Brigade it ,appears
that shortly before the a:;ci<ieni; t.he cylinder was removed and recharged with
oxygen and the set was re:l.e'lerr.bl"d and tested. At no time during this
operation was the pr-essur-c gauge rcmcveo from the cylinder. The set was
then used in a dcmonst rutcion, Irnmc-l i at e.Ly upon opening the main vclve an
explOsion, accompanied by a white fla=h, occurred in th8 pressure gauge
assembly. The wearer's clothing was ignited and burned fiercely in the
stream of escaping oxygen, but he managed to remove the set and extinguish
the fire with a foam extinguisher.

The set, which had not been dis~Antled since the accident, was examined.
It was found that the Bourden tube in the pressure gauge was intact, but that
solder at the root of the tube had melted and had been blown out of the joint.
The fibre washer in the pressure gauge union had disappeared leaving traces of
D. fine white deposit (probably ash) on the metal faces of the union. Any
other ash formed could have been blown out by the escaping oxygen. The
gauge had D. plastic front which remained intact although it was badly
blackened. A relief valve fitted at the back of the case appeared to
have operated and it was probably the issue of flame from this which ignited
the wearer's clothing.

Discussion of explcsions in Salvus breathing apparatus

A comparison of' this accident with others of which full details are
available is given in TobIe 1. In three cases the explosion was certainly
due to the ignition of combustible n~,terial and in two of these cases the
fibre washer was consumed. In all cases the explosion was stated to have
occurred immediately upon opening the main valve, suggesting that ignition
was due to the hent generated by th" SUdden resultant compression of the
oxygen in the restricted vo.Lurne in and Leadang to the pressure gauge.

The temperature ".ttained during an adiabatic compression may be
calculated from the equation

where

T _ T (p) 1-'t
- ;> :15"0

To is the initial temperature in ~

T is the final temperature in ~

PIP. is the ratio of the initial and final pressures
o

is the ratio of the specific heats of the gas at
constant pressure and at constant volume.

A compression from 1 to 120 atmospheres with an initial temperature of
15°C results in a theoretical final gas temperature of 8600c. In practice,
owing to the large surface area and the small volume of gas, the heat produced
will be rapidly dissipated so that the maximum temperature attained will
depend on the speed of compression. The design of the main valvc is such
that this may be rapid.

A diagram of the cross piece fitten to the oxygen bottle of a Salvus
breathing set, showing the main valve assembly, is given in Fig~ 1. Turnir~

the hand wheel through quarter of a revolution lifts the valve 0.01 in. off
its seating and in SO doing gives an orifice sufficient to allow a rapid rise
in pressure in the small space into which the oxygen flows, unless this,
quarter turn is perf'ormed very slowly.
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There are two methods of reducing the possibility of an explosion:-

(a). The e Lf.ntinat i.on of all potentio.lly haaardous material from the
high pressure side of. the appuratus, and

(b) The introduction of some device to reduce the ro.te of rise of
pressure and hence the maxlmum temper-atur-e at t a.ined , on opening the
mai.n val.ve ,

Meo.surement of thE.) temperature o.ttD.ined on opening the mo.in vo.l ve

An attempt was lnade to measure the temperature attained in the high
pressure side of the apparatus on opening the main valve, using heat-sensitive
paints which melt at known t emper-atiur-es , It was found that these paints
dry to a powder having a gro.in size of the order of 0.001 in. A glass rod
was drawn out to a diameter. of approximately 0.01 in. and this was set in
solder in a brass nipple. The end Was then drawn out to a filament having
a diameter of approximately 0.001 in. Dnd protruding 0.1 in. from the end of
the nipple. A few gr-a.iris of paint were picked up on the filament and the
nipple Was inserted in an adapt or- fitted to the cross-piece of an oxygen
bottle t aken from D. Salvus br-cathdng appcrubus D.S shown in Fig. 2. The
paint was subjected to one or more rises of pressure by rapidly opening the
valve after which it was examined under- the microscope for signs of' fusion.
It WD.S found that a po.int having a melting point of 2320 0 fused completely
after- one compression but tho.t one hewing a meLtLng point of 288°C showed
no signs of fusion D.ft"r ten cOlnpressions.

The explosion hD.zD.rd of seating ID<,terio.ls used in Salvus breathing apparatus

Several washers of the types used in the pressure gauge unions were
obtained from t ho Derbyshire; County l;'irG Brigade. There «ere two types, .
one of red o.nd the other of white fibrG. An examination of the ash in the
pressure gauge union of the" a:l'p,crD.tus involved in t he ncc.i.dcrrt showed that the
washer must have been one of til·" white type •

. Both types of washer wero found to continuo to burn in air if p Laccd on
a wir~ gauze und ignited.

A white washer was p.Laccd in D. horizontal, open-ended glass tube with a.
slow str~am of oxygen passing through it. The tube was h~ated until the
washer burst into flame, when tho source of heat ViD.S removed. The washer-
burned brightly until it was o.lmost consumed; j.t then exploded and shot out
of the end of the tube.

No explosion r-esu Lt cd when t h, exper-iment was r epeated using a r-ed
washer, although this also burned brightly.

Unsuccessful attempts were made to ignite both tYP8S of washer by passing
a high-pr'ossure stream of oxygen through both fast and slow Leaks at a
washer-metal interface.

Attempts to ignite small r-oughened fragments of the washer mat er-ial.s by
sudden compr-eas.ion of oxygen also proved unsuccessful.

Mabbs(2) using more elaboro.te o.ppuratus to ensure a more nearly
adiabD.tic compression has ignited fibre in block form by sudden corrpression
of' oxygen to 2145 lb/sq. in., und in powdered form by sudden compression of
oxygen to 2070 Ib/sq. in.

GuterO) has ;'F~o.sured
of many seating mat.:>riD.ls.

th0 ignition temp"rature in high pressure oxygen
A f'cw of his results are given in 'l'LCble 2.
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TABLE 2

IGNITION T;ElnPER"TURES OF SgATING /.uiTERIALS

J{~,TER]jlL

Grey horn fibre seats

Red vulccmised fibre (block)

I
Ij/iEi;n IGNITION TE1J?ERATURE
IN OXYGEN Nr 100 atmospheres

220

•

•

I Polyvinyl al.cohoL
1 phoephcryfatiedwath por;).3
i '
I

Red vulcnnised

Nylon

Teflon

fibro ~lnvmgs)1

I
I )

}

212

243 (but one aamp.l,e
ignited at 160°0)

No ignition at
350°0 and 250 atmospheres

It will be noticed that the ignition temperatures of the first four
subs tnnous creof tho same order as the melting point of the heat sensitive
paint which fused on opening the val.vc in the experiment described 'earlier.
i,lthough ignition of' the washer-s would not be expectcd to occur on every
occasion, dependent upon how carefully the volv," is opened , t he chance of
ignition alvl[Ws exist s 8speciCllly'if smal.L separated or protruding fibres of

, tho material are 'pr-e serrt, ' , '

Reduction of the rate of rise of £ressure on opening the main valve

In order to reduce the rate of rise of pressure on opening the main
valve Messrs. Siebe-Gorman suggested fitting a spigot in the centre of the i,
valve seating as shown in Fig. 3. This would have the effect of throttling
the initial t'Low of oxygen, but would not drnpede the flow when the valve Vias
fully open.

, ,', Experiments Vlere carried out, in conjunction with the Safety in Mines
Research Establishment at Buxton, to determine the extent to which carcf'ul,
opening of the valve would reduce the rate of rise of pressure, and to
examine the throttling ef'f'ec t (,f two s i ze s of spigot, one differing in
'diameter from that of the hole by 0.0005 in. und the other by 0.0025 in.
The pressure rise w"s measured by a piezo-electric quartz crystal gauge
wh~ch ~as fitted directly to the cross-piece of an oxyg8n bottle on the arm
opposite the valve. The gauge Vias connected through an impedance-convertor
to a cathode-ray cscillogroph fitted with a drum camer-a. The oscillograph
record, which shows the minimwo r,~e of rise of pressure obtained by
opening the'unmodified valve with extreme care, is reproduced' in Fig. 4A.
The record of the maximum rate of ri se of pressure, obtained by opening
the 'urunodified valve as r~pidly 'as possible, is given in Fig. 4B. These
figures 'show ,thutif the valve is operated very carefully the time taken for
the pressure to ri~e to its maximum value, normally'about 120 atmospheres,
may be as long as 150 milliseconds but that this time can be reduced to
50 milliseconds by s..quacker opening of the valve.'
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,- It was found that, when the valve was modified by fitting a spigot in the
centre of the seat, the rate of rise ,'of pressure was less dependent on the
manner of opening the val.ve ,: Osc'illograph nibords of the rates of rise of
pressure on opening valves fitted with the two 'sizes of spigot are shown in
Figs. 4C and 4D.' ,The birne vtaken for, the pressure to build up was 375 milli
seconds using the vaLve fitted with the Largervspagot , but with the smaller
spigot the time was' 175 ·milliseconds, little better than could be achieved by
opening the unmodified valve carefully. '

The experamerrt using heat sensitive pa.irrt s was repeated using both the
smaller and the larger spigots. It· was found that .with the smaller spigot
the paint melting at 232cC still fused comPletely on one compression but with
the larger spigot 'this paint could not be fused and a paint melting at 176 0C
only showed evidence of fusion after;several compressions.

Conclusions and reccmm,mdations

In the report on the accident at the Winchester Fire Station(1) certain
recommendations were made Which, it is considered, should be .re-GnWhasised.
Briefly they are:-

(1) All possible sources of contcnanat.aon with oil or grease, incl.uding the use
of metal polish and irrrrnersion tests in possibly greasy water, should be uvof.ded,

(2) The use of lubricants in gland p~ckings is undesirable.

0) Bukkhead-ctype pressure guugo s should be fitted. These should have IJ.
pllJ.stic front und a blJ.ck which will blow cff oIJ.S ily.

. (4) personnel should not look at a prGssure gauge while turning on the oxygen.

From bhe investigation described in this report it is now poss.ib.Le to
add the further recorrrrnendations given below.

It IJ.ppears that the fitting of a Gpigot in the centre of the eXisting
valve seating may reduce the risk of an explosion by throttling the initial
flow of oxygen, but to be ef'f'ec t i.ve th,) spigot must not differ in dinmeter
from the hole by more than 0.001 in. This may prove to be n very Gmall
clearance to maintain in pro.ctic8.

It .is cons i der-ed moat unde s.i.r-ab'Lc that the h.i.gh-epr-e esur-e side of t he
apparatus should be fitted with washers which are capable either of initiating
or increo.sing the severity of un 0A~10sion. The work of Guter(3) hcs shown
that 'the fitting of nylon washer-s would be no im:9rovernent. The possibility
of fitting washer-s of 'reflon or polyvinyl alcohol phosphorylated with POC13
~ight be investi~[~ed. However attention is drawn to tre oonclusion reached
by Mabbs in 1923(2) which Guter repeo.ted in his report(3). .

"The investigation has shown that ",11 pro.cticable seat mat er'Lal s for
"oxygen pressure regulo.tors are combust abf,e under conditions which mlJ.y
"occur occasionally in service. The two inter-dependent causes for
"ignition of the seat ure:- ".

"1 Heat generated by the sudden compression of oxygen or air
"in the high pressure inlet tube of a regullJ.tor, IJ.lld

"2 small separ-at-ed or protrUding fibres of the mat er i.al, on the
"surface of the sec.t exposed to high pressure gas."

"The ideo.l solution for the elimination of this fire and explosion
hazur'd would 'be 0. metul SeLl t , "
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It is considered that an at tempt should be made to produce a breathing
apparatus having all-met~l seats in the valves, connectors, and unions on the
high pressure side, and a t aper-ed needle and seating to the main valve which
would restrain the initial surge of' oxygen on opening the valve.
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'i'AliGE 1

p_ (;'~mparison bet ween accidents involving Sa.Lvus Breathing App:eratus of which details ar-e available

Remarks

Not certain to be due to
explosion of Carbonaceous matte~

Not repc'Cted

ibre washer had disappeared
leaving a white deposit.

t _

I
~e~ ILocation Tre&tm8~t of apparatus Condition of pressure Condition of pressure gauge

f before accident gauge after explosion I union after explosion

J:~i:::~"£>k' wanher- <m,d in l0ur00n 'lib, fT='=,d. II
; ll~p~ressure gauge urn.on, t nterior of tube covered

&:;ith black material which I
jon ccmbustion in Oxygen___,..L-_.._.-- ~ielded 257'& of Car-bon;" 1 _

I-J-an-u-a!"-,. I~~linder Y8:!?laced by a' newly '-"l;~'::'~'~:-~ube intac: but--I The union nut for CYl::~er,-'r
194-7 "I"~lled one w.h.o.ch had returned ;Solder had blown out of I fibre washer and s.Low leak

" .. ,,- i ng f<rm ..,<~". 'J'cin'c at root of tube. l grub screw were quite brightFire For-ce ~I!:'Oll':. 1>1..:.3 corrvr:eSS1. .l. H...t,.'.d. •

20 :]_e~'.ther we.sher-s beneath the IEvi:ie;J:-:~ ry;;' great heat 0 1and clean.
!blllnk caps. I I

Hampshj'~":-"":'l~<~~'iced -·:;~'-~~sted. '-'PressurjBourdo~-::l:~:a:-~~st ----'-11-~-,~-'b-r-e-·-W-D.-S-h-e-r-h-a-c.-d-~-'s'-appeared ~he throttling device fitted to

Fire gauge Vias :f "":",d to be out of Blackening on back of gauge I Some blackening on inside of I:~ressure gauge inlet, consisting
, "'., t TJ' t I I /6Serv~oe '.",! l2-,-~gnmen" . na.on nu was dial. limb of cross-piece which of a 5 1 in. long screw with a

, ' :loosenec1, I;auge aligned and connects to gauge 10,052 in. diameter hole through
nut tightered.! I" it, was considered to be-1. Iineffective.

Kent F:;:':' .:;.a~~ rePll~::~'-~~ a new on-e-.-'- IB~:'don t ubo fractured. 'I I
Brigado I ISigns of a black deposit Not r-epor-t ed J
June 1950. I __~~ound frac_'_tur__e_. -t + ,- _

Derby Fire pylinder r-e.movsd and r-e- ISolder at root of Bourdcn tube I'

Brigade Ioharged but gauge Vias not lhad meLted and blown out of
removed from cYlinder. Ithe joint:

!.
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FIG.2.. DIAGRAM SHOWING GLASS FILAMENT
CARRYING GRAINS OF HEAT SENSITIVE
PAINT INSERTED IN ADAPTOR. FITTED
TO CROSS PIECE OF OXYGEN BOTTLE

SPi 9at ---:::;:~~

FIG·3. DIAGRAM OF MODIFIED VALVE SHOWING
SPIGOT FITTED IN CENTRE OF SEATI NG
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FIG.4. OSCILLOGRAPH RECORDS OF PRESSURE RISE
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